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Raging Buffalo Prospect 
Powder River Basin, WY 

Oildigger Resources is seeking partners to drill, complete and produce the first horizontal 
well(s) at the Raging Buffalo Prospect.  

Highlights of the asset include: 

 Shallow Oil Play: Six existing vertical wells producing from the Turner Formation at 

± 2,500’; 

 Stacked Pay Potential: Turner has five potentially oil-bearing lenses, four of which have 

been perforated and are actively producing. Additional deeper targets across the 

position include the: Muddy, Dakota, Lakota and Minnelusa; 

 Low Water Cut: Vertical wells producing straight to the stock tank at sales quality crude 

oil meaning the water cut < 4/10%; 

 Sweet Oil: 40o API;  

 Pressure: Three of the six 50-60 year vertical wells operated by Oildigger Resources will 

kick off flowing 99.6% pure oil to surface; 

 Oil Shows: Oil shows documented vertical tests to the Minnelusa/Lakota/Dakota 

illustrating the ability for reservoir pressure to overcome a column of water/mud 

proving liquid hydrocarbons in the reservoir; and 

 Well Control: Over 900 wells in the prospect area pass through the Turner; it was 

bypassed in the 1950s through 1980s as operators targeted deeper formations. 
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Powder River Basin: Tight Turner/Frontier Oil Plays 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About Oildigger Resources: 
Oildigger Resources is a privately held Exploration and Production company 
headquartered in Billings, MT that offers investors direct investment into oil & gas 
assets. Oildigger uses cutting edge technology along with efficiency and innovation 
to enhance the value of petroleum producing properties, generating a return for 
its investors. The management team has nearly a decade of experience developing 
Turner horizontal wells in the Powder River Basin. 
 
About the Management Team:  
Darren and Doug were integral parts of the Ballard Petroleum team that kicked off 
the wave of horizontal drilling at both Phillips Creek and K-Bar. They have 
substantial experience developing some of the best Turner wells in the basin. At 
Ballard, they saw lease basis value creation of 10-100X at both K-Bar and Phillips 
Creek in Campbell and Converse Counties, respectively.  
 
Additionally, Oildigger Resources has landmen and geologists with decades of 
Powder River Basin (PRB) experience supporting the project. The management 
team, collectively, is the single largest investor in the project to date.  
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